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 Lions truly belong to the darkness,
but other voices recall nothing but
sunlight. As when spending time
with the villagers in Machochwe
and Makundusi. The Maasai who
accompanied us under those cloudless
blue skies seemed fill with the same
joy of being alive that was coursing

through my veins. Light was their step
as they sauntered down the dusty
trails in their thousand-kilometre
sandals made from old car tyres,
singing in their high, clear voices as
they walked. They sang about the
hills that thronged about us, where
the shy kudu roam, and the beauty
of their cows, which they value
above all else, making up the verses
as they strode along. Each one
answered it by a deep-throated
cadenza,  unhh-hunhhn, unhh-hunhh,
that made the hairs stand up on the
back of my neck.
The tribal chiefs: Joseph and Joel
worked alongside us, gathering the
crowds in the village centre to hear
the teaching of Christ and the One
True Living God who created their
beautiful cows.
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Oh how I love to hear Cosmos as
he interprets my teaching into

Swahili  - that melodious blend of Africa
and Arabia in which every word is a
vowel. I wish I was more fluent, but at
least I have learned enough to break the
ice. “Oh” strangers cry with a smile of
delight, “you speak our language.”

The Maasai are not accustomed to
water and therefore the 66 believers
demonstrated a tremendous faith in
God as one by one they were submerged
in the murky river waters.

Elias, Charles, Edwini, Jastihi, Robhi, Hyahule, Rafge,
Paul, Emma, Zakary, Labron, Halon, Antony, Alex,
Elia, Kihiri, Saweki, Magige, Marwa, Juma, Emmanuel,
Benjamen, Nyahiri, Gimase, Paul, Rhobi, Makuri,
Muhiri, Gihimase, Samwfi, Marus, Peter, Ghati, Kemdi,
Heppy, Samwel, Chacha, Lukas, Waliobahzwa,
Peter T,  Swalee, Tuma, Frances, Shipa, Tatu,
Angerina, Sebastian, Magesa, Nkinda, Mihayo,
Baraka, Shakanyi, Bondrasi, Sophia, Lucia, Ndama,
Angelina, Rehema, Jofrey, Godfrey, Prosper, Samwel K.,
Danshi, Msaro, Juma P., Musa, and Esta.

Grace be with your spirit.
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